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High-Resolution Laser Spectroscopy of the Ã B2–X̃ A1

and B̃2B1–X̃2A1 Systems of SrNH2
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The 00
0 bands of theÃ2B2–X̃2A1 and B̃2B1–X̃2A1 systems of SrNH2 were observed at Doppler-limited resolution using a

Broida oven source and laser-induced fluorescence detection. A full rotational analysis of both transitions was performe
includingKa levels up to 5 andJ levels up to 55. TheB̃2B1 state was found to be extensively perturbed and only some of the
subbands could be analyzed. TheÃ2B2 andB̃2B1 states undergo a strong Coriolis-type interaction which results in extremely
large spin–rotation splittings in both states, effectively splitting all levels withK9a Þ 0 into two well-separated spin
components.© 2000 Academic Press
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There have been a considerable number of studie
pseudo-halide derivatives of calcium and strontium in re
years. These were recently reviewed by Bernath (1, 2). The
initial high-resolution studies of linear species such as ha
and hydroxides were more recently extended to lower sym
try species such as theC3v methyl (3) and methoxide (4, 5)
derivatives. Recently the bent CaSH molecule which haCs

symmetry was analyzed (6, 7).
The onlyC2v derivative to be analyzed at high resolution

far is CaNH2, which was first observed by Wormsbecheret al.
(8, 9). They recorded the chemiluminescent emission from
reaction of calcium, strontium, and barium vapors with
drazine. The spectra, which were also observed when amm
was used, were interpreted as arising from the alkaline–
monoamide molecules MNH2. They performed a rotation

nalysis of a single subband of theC̃2A1–X̃2A1 system o
CaNH2 (9). Further studies of jet-cooled CaNH2 were carried
out by Whithamet al. (10, 11) resulting in a partial rotation

nalysis of theB̃2B1–X̃2A1 andÃ2B2–X̃2A1 systems. TheÃ2B2

and B̃2B1 electronic states have a strong mutual interac
and they explained the effects in terms of a second-o
perturbation between the two states based on the spin–
and Coriolis-coupling terms. Recently several high-resolu
studies of CaNH2 were carried out. Marret al. (12) recorded
the Ã2B2–X̃2A1 system and performed the first full-rotatio

nalysis of CaNH2. They also determined the ground s

Supplementary data for this article are available on the journal home
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dipole moment to be 1.74 D using optical Stark spectrosc
TheB̃2B1–X̃2A1 system has been observed by Morbiet al.(13)
and theC̃2A1–X̃2A1 system by Morbiet al. (14).

The electronic states for the alkaline–earth pseudoha
re well described by a simple ionic model where the lig
as a negative charge and one unpaired electron remains
ositively charged metal atom. In the ground state the unp
lectron is in a predominantlys orbital that is polarized awa

rom the negatively charged ligand by mixing in somep andd
haracter. Strong electronic transitions occur to excited s
aving an unpaired electron in a predominantlyp orbital,
hich is also polarized away from the ligand by mixing
omed character. As the symmetry of the molecule is redu
rom spherical to linear in the halides, the2P state splits int

2P and 2S1 electronic states. InC2v symmetry the2P state is
split into 2B2 and 2B1 states. These simple explanations w
confirmed by electron propagator calculations for many o
calcium species including CaNH2 by Ortiz (15).

In their study of the chemiluminescent reactions of alkal
arth metals, Wormsbecheret al.(8) reported the first spectru

of SrNH2. They observed three bands between 6300 and
Å which they attributed to transitions between theÃ2B2, B̃2B1,
and C̃2A1 states and theX̃2A1 ground state. Low-resolutio
laser-induced fluorescence spectra and approximate ban
ters and some vibrational frequencies for SrNH2 were reporte
by Bopegederaet al. (16).

At the beginning of this investigation, spectra of theB̃2B1–
X̃2A1 system were recorded at high resolution as the w
length region was more readily accessible. As the diffe
subbands were examined, it became clear that many of
were perturbed from their expected positions. To obtain a
analysis without the complication of perturbations, theÃ2B2–
X̃2A1 system was recorded. We report here a full analysis o
Ã2B2–X̃2A1 system of SrNH2 and a partial analysis of tho
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117LASER SPECTROSCOPY OF SrNH2
subbands in theB̃2B1–X̃2A1 system which were not signi-
antly perturbed.

EXPERIMENTAL

Strontium monoamide was produced in a Broida-type o
(17) by the reaction of strontium vapor with ammonia. Str
tium metal was resistively heated in an alumina crucible
the vapor entrained in a flow of argon carrier gas. The
pressure was typically 2 Torr of argon and a few mTor
ammonia with a slow flow through the system.

Two cw dye lasers were used to obtain the spectr
broadband (1 cm21) CR599-01 dye laser pumped by a Coh-
ent Innova 90 argon ion laser was used to excite the3P1–

1S
strontium atomic line. This resulted in a large increase in
formation of SrNH2. A single-frequency (1 MHz) CR699-2
ring laser pumped by a Coherent Innova 20-argon ion lase
used to record the high-resolution spectra. DCM and LD
dyes were used as appropriate. The two beams were fo
colinearly into the oven but were not precisely overlapped.
fluorescence from only the probe beam was focused ont
entrance slit of a 0.64-m monochromator. The dispersed
rescence was imaged onto an RCA C31034 phototube and
processing through photon-counting electronics recorded
function of laser frequency using the Coherent autoscan
tem. The monochromator acted as a narrow band filte
simplify the spectrum by recording only lines from the subb
of interest. Calibration of the autoscan system was check
least once each day by recording a section of the io
spectrum and comparing this with the published line posi
(18, 19). By this method the relative positions of unblen
lines could be determined to a precision of 0.003 cm21. The

FIG. 1. Low-resolution (1 cm21) scan of theÃ2B2–X̃2A1, B̃2B1–X̃2A1, an
open structure of perpendicular bands for an asymmetric top, while the
tretching vibration were also seen.
Copyright © 2000 by
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absolute accuracy is limited by the iodine atlas to about 0
cm21.

VIBRATIONAL ANALYSIS

Low-resolution laser excitation spectra were recorded
scanning a broadband dye laser through the region w
chemiluminescence was observed (8) and monitoring the flu
orescence through a red-pass filter which blocked the
The spectrum, which is shown in Fig. 1, consisted of t
main bands and several weaker features which were attri
to vibrations. The two bands to the red have the open stru
characteristic of perpendicular transitions in an asymm
rotor, while the highest frequency transition has the na
profile of a parallel band. A list of the approximate ba
centers and vibrational frequencies is given in Table 1.

The SrNH2 molecule has six vibrational modes. Three
these (n1, n2, and n3) are totally symmetric and hence
allowed in one quantum. They are represented by the sym

2A1–X̃2A1 systems of SrNH2. The red-most transitions show the character
00 Å feature is clearly a parallel band. Several features associated withn3 Sr–N

TABLE 1
Band Centers and Vibrational Frequencies for SrNH2 (in cm21)

Ã2B2–X̃2A1 14274
B̃2B1–X̃2A1 14724
C̃2A1–X̃2A1 15862
dC̃
63
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118 BRAZIER AND BERNATH
ric N–H stretch, the NH2 bend, and the Sr–N stretch, resp-
ively. As the electronic transition is centered on the m
nly the Sr–N stretch is expected to be strong, and th

ndeed the case. The three bending modes,n 4(b1), the out-of-
plane deformation;n 5(b2), the asymmetric NH2 stretch; an
n 6(b2), the in-plane Sr–N–H bend; are all forbidden in
quantum.

The ground state vibrational frequencies were determine
fixing the excitation laser on a single strong feature and
persing the fluorescence. Several of the bandheads i
Ã2B2–X̃2A1 band were examined as well as theC̃2A1–X̃2A1

band. Part of a dispersed fluorescence spectrum for theC̃2A1–
X̃2A1 band is shown in Fig. 2.Dispersed fluorescence spec
from the B̃2B1 state were obscured by relaxed emission f
the Ã2B2 state.

The 31
0 band was strong in all of the spectra, with

estimated Franck–Condon factor of about 0.04. The rel
intensities are approximate and no attempt has been ma
correct for variations in monochromator efficiency or dete
response. The 32

0 and 33
0 bands were also observed, with e

weaker by approximately the same ratio. There was on
slight change in frequency for each quantum, indicating
little anharmonicity in the potential. This is typical for t
strontium pseudohalides; for example, the anharmonicit
the Sr–O stretch was found to be 8 cm21 in SrOH (20).

The two symmetric NH2 modes, the stretch (n1) and the ben
(n2), were both seen weakly, but reproducibly, in several s-
tra. The rotational pattern was the same as for the excit
band, indicating resonant excitation of the same grou
rotational levels. The Franck–Condon factors were both
tremely small, about 43 1025 and 23 1025, respectively. Th

FIG. 2. Resolved fluorescence spectrum obtained by exciting the str
or the n3 vibration. The vibronically allowedn4 andn6 modes are seen we
ery weakly (note the changes in scale) but with identical rotational struct

system.
Copyright © 2000 by
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observed frequencies are both somewhat higher than i
free-amide anion (c.f., 3122 and 1463 cm21) and the NH2

radical (c.f., 3219 and 1497 cm21).
Weak bands around 320 cm21 were also observed for d-

persed fluorescence spectra from theC̃2A1 state. These a
tentatively assigned to the Sr–N–H in- and out-of-plane b
ing modesn6 andn4. The bands are fairly broad and it is n
possible to assign separate features for 41

0 and 61
0. Both band

are likely to have similar frequencies and the single broad
most likely arises from a mix of the two bands. Both of th
vibrations are formally forbidden in one quantum but bec
allowed due to vibronic coupling of theC̃2A1 state with the
nearby Ã2B2 and B̃2B1 states. Similar forbidden vibratio
were observed in the isoelectronic SrOH molecule (20).

The 30
1 Sr–N stretching vibrations were observed for

C̃2A1 and B̃2B1 states in the laser excitation spectra.
frequencies are little changed from the ground state. Th0

1

band for theÃ2B2 state is at essentially the same energy a
origin of the B̃2B1–X̃2A1 system.

ROTATIONAL ANALYSIS

The first transition of SrNH2 to be rotationally analyzed w
the B̃2B1–X̃2A1 system at 6790 Å. The low-resolution sp-
rum (1 cm21) in Fig. 1 contains many sharp features which
likely to be bandheads. This was confirmed by scanning a
them at Doppler-limited resolution (0.03 cm21). The cleares
bandheads in theB̃–X̃ transition are to the red of the center
the transition, suggesting that the expected vibrationa
quence structure is shifted somewhat to the blue of the 00

0 band
The first feature to be examined was the strong clear b

est feature in theC̃2A1–X̃2A1 system of SrNH2. The strongest emission is obser
(the observed feature may be due to either or both bands). Then1 band is see

. In this scan then2 band was obscured by nonresonant emission from theÃ2B2–X̃2A1
ong
akly
ure
Academic Press
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119LASER SPECTROSCOPY OF SrNH2
head at 6849 Å (14 595 cm21). When the bandhead was exci
by the laser and the fluorescence dispersed through a m
chromator, a spectrum similar to that shown in Fig. 3
observed. (The original spectra were not preserved; Fig
actually from theÃ2B2–X̃2A1 system.) Two sets of four line
were observed with the center lines being much stronger
the outer ones. The splitting into two groups was exactl
expected. TheB̃2B1–X̃2A1 system of SrNH2 is a perpendicula
transition and has a selection rule ofDKa 5 61. Hence whe

particularKa level in theB̃ state is excited, emission occ
back to the two ground stateKa levels to which it is connecte
If an approximate value for theA rotational constant is ava
able, then the splitting between the two bands gives thKa

assignment for the transition.
The splitting into four lines for each component was

expected, however. All of the subbands for a perpendi
transition of an asymmetric rotor would normally be expe
to exhibit a strongQ branch and weakerP and R branches

ence excitation of a single bandhead, most likely aQ branch
ould give rise to a triplet for each subband, with the cen
feature stronger than the accompanyingP andR transitions

he pattern of four lines was, however, exactly the same a
een seen for the isoelectronic linear molecules, such as
20). The Ã2P–X̃2S1 transition of SrOH is a Hund’s case

2P to case (b)2S1 band. The excited state rotational levels
given byB9J( J 1 1) and the ground state levels byB0N(N 1
1), whereJ is half-integer andN integer. If the rotationa
constants are fairly similar, then branches spaced by23B,
2B(2), 1B(2), and13B occur for each spin–orbit comp
nent. Hence, excitation of one feature gives rise to a quar
emission with the central features much stronger than the

FIG. 3. A typical example of a dispersed fluorescence spectrum us
identify theKa assignment of bandheads. The21B bandhead of the 4–5 (“e”
or F 2) subband of theÃ2B2–X̃2A1 system of SrNH2 is excited. Emission from
the 4–3 subband 16A0 to the blue confirms theKa assignment. The presen

f four features in each group of lines confirms the Hund’s case (a)–(b) n
f the transition. The extra structure between the two bands is due to
verlapping transitions that were also excited by the laser.
Copyright © 2000 by
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ones. This implies that the coupling case in theB B1 state o
SrNH2 is equivalent to Hund’s case (a) for a linear molec
That is, the electron spin in the excited state is coupled t
a-rotational axis of the molecule. This results in a large ef
tive spin–rotation interaction (e aa) in the B̃2B1 state. Eac
subband withKa $ 1 in the upper state is then split into t
omponents separated bye aaKa. In the absence of asymme

doubling, each pair of bands would correspond to a
(a)–case (b) transition for a linear molecule with theKa quan-
tum number corresponding toL in the linear case. Hence t
pair of subbands observed in the initial scan, 2–3 and
correspond to one spin component of case (a) to case (b)2D–2F
and 2D–2P transitions, respectively.

Recording of the full-rotational structure for the subba
as relatively straightforward. As the two sets of emis
eaks corresponding toDKa 5 11 and 21 were widely

separated, it was possible to open the slits on the mono
mator and record emission in one subband while scan
through the other. The2B branches reach bandheads at m

rateJ so it was possible to record all of the rotational lev
rom the origin toJ of about 40 simultaneously. A section fro

scan of this type is shown in Fig. 4. Since first lines w
bserved in all of the branches, assignment of the lines
elatively easy. The first lines in the upper state hadJ 5 2.5 or

a 1 1
2, hence the first bands recorded correspond to thee”

spin component. As these bands are on the extreme red s
the B̃2B1–X̃2A1 transition, they are likely to involve the low
or F 1 spin component. The corresponding “f ” (or F2) compo-
nent is expected to lie much higher. TheB̃2B1–X̃2A1 bands ar
equivalent to a set of case (a) inverted to case (b) transitio
a linear molecule. The 2–3e band showed no sign of asy
metry splitting, indicating that the splitting in the upper s
2e level is extremely small. The 2–1e band showed a larg
splitting due to theKa 5 1 level in the ground state. The 2–f
and 2–3f bands were then analyzed. These were separat
64 cm21 from the 2–1e and 2–3e bands corresponding to

ffective spin–rotation splittinge aa 5 32 cm21. TheKa 5 2f
levels were found to exhibit a large asymmetry doubl
indicating that the spin–rotation and rotation contribution
the asymmetry splittings are comparable, resulting in l
splittings in one component and small ones in the other.

The first bands observed are among the strongest i
B̃2B1–X̃2A1 system as they involve low oddKa levels. The
SrNH2 molecule has two equivalent protons which result
ortho and para forms with a 3:1 intensity ratio. In theX̃2A1

state theKa odd levels occur only for theortho form andKa

even only forpara form.
The positions of the other lowKa subbands were predict

and several were recorded. However, the 1–0f and 1–2f bands
could not be found, despite an extensive search. The
subband which, as the excited stateKa is zero is not split int
two components by the spin–rotation interaction, also c
not be found where it was predicted. These and several h
Ka subbands of theB̃2B1–X̃2A1 system either could not b

to
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er
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120 BRAZIER AND BERNATH
found or could not be fitted to an asymmetric-rotor Ham
nian. Some subbands of the correctKa were found in approx-
imately the right region, but the ground state rotational
stants did not match, suggesting that these were from
bands. It was concluded that theB̃2B1 state of SrNH2 is
perturbed, most likely by thev3 5 1 (one quantum of the Sr–
stretch) level of theÃ2B2 state. Then3 mode in the two state
where it could be measured (X̃2A1 and C̃2A1) has almos

xactly the same frequency as the separation between theÃ2B2

and B̃2B1 states.
As the large extent of the perturbations in theB̃2B1 state

made a full rotational analysis very difficult, a decision w
made to analyze theÃ2B2–X̃2A1 transition. With the exper-
ence gained in recording theB̃2B1–X̃2A1 system, it was rela-
tively easy to record all the subbands withK9a up to 4 in the 00

0

band of theÃ2B2–X̃2A1 system of SrNH2. As was the case wi
the B̃–X̃ system, the strong clear bandheads were on th
end of the low-resolution spectrum, indicating that this
where the 00

0 subbands were located, with the broad hum
he blue (see Fig. 1) due to sequence structure. Analysis
–1 and 1–0 subbands, where transitions only occur to o

he asymmetry components in theKa 5 1 levels, showed th
the selection rule onKc was DKc 5 61, 63. Hence thi
ransition isB2–A1 and the transition dipole moment is alo
he b symmetry axis.

The subbands without asymmetry doubling were initiall
sing a standard2P–2S Hamiltonian. This was useful fo
hecking the line assignments and obtaining preliminary
tants. To analyze all of the bands together, a computer
ram was developed using a full-doublet asymmetric-r
amiltonian. The standardA-reduced form of Watson’s Ham

FIG. 4. The2B branch of the 4–3 subband of theB̃2B1–X̃2A1 system of
orbital angular momentum ofK9a 2 0.5, for theB̃2B1 state. This is theF 2 or
be seen. The spectrum was recorded by scanning the laser and record
intensities somewhat. The branches are identified asDKaDJF9F0( J0, K 0a).
Copyright © 2000 by
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iltonian (21) was used together with the spin–rotation Ha
tonian from Brown and Sears (22). Matrix elements for thi
Hamiltonian are given by Hirota (23). Matrix elements fo
additional centrifugal distortion terms were developed by m
tiplying the appropriate matrices for the lower order ter
There are no terms connecting odd and evenKa so these tw
sets of levels were calculated separately. A parity transfo
tion of the matrix was also performed to reduce the size o
matrices. As theDKa 5 62 terms were included, all of th
matrices were of orderJ 3 J and for higherJ were very slow
to diagonalize. For the ground state it was possible to trun
the matrices atKmax 1 4, or K 5 9. The large off-diagona
spin–rotation terms in the excited states required terms o
Kmax 1 8 or K 5 12 before there was no further change in
energies when adding more terms. TheÃ2B2–X̃2A1 subband
were initially fitted separately to the asymmetric-rotor Ha
tonian and then all of the bands were fitted together. Fo
final fit of the Ã2B2–X̃2A1 band 3771 lines coveringKa up to
4 in theÃ2B2 state andKa up to 5 in theX̃2A1 state were fitte
to a total of 41 parameters. The parameters determine
given in Table 2.

Fitting of theB̃2B1–X̃2A1 data was much more complica
due to the extensive perturbations. The precise ground
energy levels from theÃ2B2–X̃2A1 system were used to co-
firm that the subbands were part of the 00

0 band. The subban
involving the least-perturbed excited state levelsKa 5 2, 4,
and 1e were fitted together keeping the ground state cons
fixed to the values from theÃ–X̃ analysis. The results of this
are also given in Table 2. The output data from both fits
available as supplementary data from the Journal or from
authors on request. Additional listings of perturbed and

H2. The first line (N0 5 4, J9 5 3.5) identifies this subband as having effec
her energy component. Some lines coming back from the bandhead c
fluorescence in the corresponding 4–5 subband, which may have affecive
SrN
hig

ing
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121LASER SPECTROSCOPY OF SrNH2
band data for theB̃2B1–X̃2A1 system which were not includ
in the final fit may be obtained from the authors.

DISCUSSION

The Ã2B2 and B̃2B1 states of SrNH2 interact strongly with
each other. This is a Coriolis-type interaction since the
states differ in symmetry by a rotation about thea axis. Thes
two states correlate to theÃ2P state in the isoelectronic SrO
molecule. The presence of the two hydrogen atoms in S2

breaks the symmetry of the twopp orbitals in SrOH and the
become localized along thepx andpy symmetry (orpc andpb

rotational) axes of the molecule. This is an accurate pictu
the unpaired electron when there is no rotational motion a
the a axis; however, as soon as the molecule begins to r
this picture breaks down. As the molecule rotates faster
unpaired electron begins to slip and this leads to a mixin
the px andpy orbitals.

As this orbital motion mixes with the unpaired spin
generates an effective spin–orbit splitting that initially
creases linearly withKa. For large enoughKa the unpaire
electron is decoupled from the nuclear framework and
molecule is effectively like a symmetric top. This implies t
the size of the spin splitting should reach a maximum valu
the order of the spin–orbit splitting in the analogous lin
molecule (A 5 264 cm21 for SrOH (20)). This significantly
ess than linear growth in the splitting can be seen in
xperimental data for theÃ2B2 state shown in Fig. 5.The

splitting for Ka 5 1 is 29.4 cm21, while it only increases b

Rotational Constants for SrNH2 (in cm21)
Copyright © 2000 by
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24.6 cm21 from Ka 5 3 to Ka 5 4. The observed splitting
S(K) can be fitted to a simple asymptotic function

S~Ka! 5 Smax 2 a~Kmax 2 Ka!
2

to obtain an estimate of the maximum splittingSmax which
occurs atKmax with a single variable parametera. A linear fit
or higher order exponents do not adequately represent the
while the limited amount of data available does not jus
using additional variable parameters. The results of fittin
the observed data forK 5 0, . . . , 4 are given in Table 3. T
estimated limiting splittingSmax 5 291 6 26 cm21 is reason-
able compared toA 5 264 cm21 for SrOH (20) andA 5 296
cm21 for SrN3 (24). It would be interesting to observe t
higher Ka levels and see if a limiting splitting is inde

FIG. 5. Variation of the spin splitting in theÃ2B2 state of SrNH2 with Ka.
The splitting increases at a much less than linear rate, appearing to r
plateau at highKa. The circles are the observed splittings and the line is
o a function of the formS(Ka) 5 Smax 2 a(Kmax 2 Ka)

2, whereS is the
splitting, Smax is the asymptotic splitting,Kmax is the value ofKa at which this
occurs, anda is an arbitrary parameter.

TABLE 3
Fit of the Spin-Splitting S(Ka) in the Ã2B2

State of SrNH2
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reached. Too few of the subbands in theB̃2B1–X̃2A1 system ar
unperturbed to permit a comparable analysis.

The Coriolis interaction between theÃ2B2 and B̃2B1 states
also has a significant effect on the spacing of theKa rotationa
levels for the two states. The trueA rotational constant for ea
state is modified to an effective one that is 1.51 cm21 smaller
or the Ã2B2 state and 1.51 cm21 larger for theB̃2B1 state
Explicit expressions for the interaction were derived
Whitham and Jungen (11) using second-order perturbat
heory and by Morbiet al. (14) using a pure precession mod
oth models give the following expressions for the sec
rder contributions to thee aa spin–rotation interaction and t

A rotational constant

e aa
~2! 5 6

4AASO

EB̃ 2 EÃ
, A ~2! 5 7

4A2

EB̃ 2 EÃ
,

where the upper sign refers to theÃ state and the lower sign
theB̃ state. Similar interactions occur with theC̃2A1 electronic
state (T00 5 15 862 cm21 from a low-resolution laser excit-
tion scan) which correlates to theB̃2S1 state of linear SrOH
This affects theC ande cc constants for theÃ2B2 state and th
B ande bb constants for theB̃2B1 state. The calculated corre-
tions due to the Coriolis interactions between the three s
are given in Table 4. The spin–orbit splitting for SrOH (ASO 5
264 cm21 (20)) is used as the estimated value for the spin–
nteraction in SrNH2.

The calculated values fore aa in the Ã2B2 and B̃2B1 states
match extremely well. This is to be expected as these stat
close together and hence their mutual interaction dominate
contribution toe aa. However, the good agreement does v-

ate the simple treatment that was used. The contribution
oriolis interaction to theA rotational constants for theÃ2B2

and B̃2B1 states is also very substantial. When the obse
pectroscopic constants are corrected for this interaction
rue values are found to beA 5 13.61 cm21 in the Ã2B2 state
andA 5 13.20 cm21 in theB̃2B1 state. Both constants are n
ery similar to theX̃2A1 state value ofA 5 13.14 cm21. The

geometry changes that would be implied by the original
corrected constants are totally inconsistent with the stron
centered nature of the electronic transition and the h
diagonal Franck–Condon factors.

Calculated Coriolis Interactions for SrNH2 (in cm21)
Copyright © 2000 by
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The agreement for thee bb ande cc spin–rotation interaction
is not as good as fore aa as can be seen in Table 4. For theÃ2B2

statee bb is predicted to be zero and it is indeed very small,
e cc is almost a factor of 2 larger than expected. For theB̃2B1

statee bb is again well predicted bute cc is relatively large whe
it is predicted to be zero. The experimental values for theB̃2B1

state should be treated with some caution as many of thKa

levels are badly perturbed and the ones analyzed, whil
obviously perturbed, may be affected somewhat by sm
perturbations. The overall agreement is satisfactory and b
than was found for CaNH2 (14).

The corrections to theB andC rotational constants for bo
tates are very small. The adjustment toC in the Ã2B2 state is

0.000125 cm21 and toB in the B̃2B1 state is 0.000180 cm21.
The inertial defect for theX̃2A1 state is found to be 0.2324 am
Å2. This is a reasonable value for thev 5 0 level of a plana

olecule and results from the failure to correct the rotati
onstants to the equilibrium values. The inertial defects fo

˜ 2B2 and B̃2B1 states are 0.224 and 0.204 amu Å2, respec-
tively, very similar to the ground state. Without correction
the B and C rotational constants for the Coriolis interact

ith the C̃2A1 state, the values would be 0.265 and 0.147
Å2, respectively, quite different from each other and the gro
state.

The centrifugal distortion constants for theX̃2A1 and Ã2B2

states are all reasonable and could be analyzed in terms
molecular force field. TheB̃2B1 state values, especially for t
spin–rotation interaction, are affected by the perturbation
in many cases are just effective fitting parameters with
physical meaning.

There is insufficient data from the current experimen
obtain anr 0 geometry for SrNH2 without making some a-
umptions. TheB andC rotational constants are mainly det
ined by the Sr–N separation while theA rotational constan

s determined by the N–H bond length and H–N–H angle.
he amide ion, NH2

2, the N–H bond length is 1.041 Å (25).
sing this value the H–N–H bond angle for SrNH2 was found

to be 100.0° in theX̃2A1 state. This is slightly smaller than f
NH2

2, although the difference is within the range of poss
solutions given the inertial defects for the two species.
geometric parameters are listed in Table 5. While the abs
value for the bond angle is only good to a few degrees
relative changes between the three states examined sho
fairly precise. Using the same 1.041 Å bond length for the N
bond length gives H–N–H bond angles of 97.7° and 99.7
the Ã2B2 andB̃2B1 states, respectively, using theA rotationa

TABLE 5
Experimental Geometry for SrNH2 with N–H Bond Length

Fixed at 1.041 Å
A
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constants corrected for the Coriolis interaction. TheB B1 state
value is essentially unchanged from theX̃2A1 state while th
Ã2B2 state value is significantly smaller. This is consistent
the B̃2B1 state being due to a promotion of a strontiu
centered electron from the 5s orbital to the out-of-plane 5p
orbital, while the electron is promoted to the in-planep
orbital in theÃ2B2 state. Repulsion due to the in-plane str-
tium 5p electron leads to a reduction in the H–N–H b

ngle.
The Sr–N bond length is found to be 2.247, 2.223, and 2
for the X̃2A1, Ã2B2, and B̃2B1 states, respectively. T

ground state bond length is very similar to other stron
species such as SrN3 (24) and SrNCO (26), both of which were
ound to have Sr–N bond lengths of 2.26 Å. This is somew
onger than the corresponding oxygen-bonded species
or which a bond length of 2.11 Å was found (20). The sligh
hortening of the Sr–N bond on excitation to theÃ2B2 and

B̃2B1 states is also found in the corresponding2P states of th
linear species SrOH (20), SrN3 (24), and SrNCO (26).

CONCLUSION

We observed the SrNH2 molecule at high resolution for th
rst time. Both theÃ2B2–X̃2A1 andB̃2B1–X̃2A1 systems wer

observed, although analysis of theB̃2B1–X̃2A1 system wa
hampered by extensive systematic perturbations of some
bands. Extremely large spin–rotation splittings in theÃ2B2 and
˜ 2B1 states caused all of the subbands except those withK9a 5
0 to split into two components with rotational structure sim
to a Hund’s case (a)2P–2S1 transition of a linear molecule
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